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1. Missingness

a. What is it?
b. How does it affect us?
c. What can we do?

2. Representation
a. Why do we care?
b. How can we find a good representation?
c. How can we evaluate a representation? (Time Permitting)



What is Missingness?



Missing Data is Rampant in Healthcare Data
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Different Kinds of Missingness (Data)

Radiological Image?
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● Missing completely at random (MCAR)
○ The observed pattern of missingness is independent from the observed or missing values.

● Missing at random (MAR)
○ The observed pattern of missingness is independent from the missing values (but may depend 

on the observed values).

● Missing not at random (MNAR)
○ All bets are off.

Healthcare lives here.
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Missing Data is Confounding



How do we handle missing data?



Imputation
1. Statistical Timeseries Forecasting: ARMA/ARIMA/ARIMAX, etc.

2. Easy Baselines: Constant infilling, Sample & Hold (+ indicators), Interpolation

3. Traditional Imputation: MICE/3D-MICE, MissForest, Matrix/Tensor Completion

4. Gaussian Processes

5. Advanced neural methods (GRU-D, GANs, etc.)



Imputation

Prasad, Niranjani, et al. "A reinforcement learning approach to weaning of mechanical ventilation in intensive care units." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1704.06300 (2017).
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GANs for Imputation

Left: Jo, Youngjoo, and Jongyoul Park. "SC-FEGAN: Face Editing Generative Adversarial Network with User's Sketch and Color." arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.06838 (2019).
Middle: Zhu, Jun-Yan, et al. "Unpaired image-to-image translation using cycle-consistent adversarial networks." Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision. 2017.
Right: https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/


GAIN: Generative Adversarial Imputation



Imputation Papers
1. GAIN: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.02920.pdf
2. GRU-D: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-24271-9
3. GP Imputation: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.06300.pdf
4. Interpolation-prediction network: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00531.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.02920.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-24271-9
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.06300.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00531.pdf


Opportunities
1. Improved imputation methods. How do forecasting, GP, or adversarial 

methods compare to GRU-D/interpolation prediction network? Can we 
incorporate uncertainty offered by GPs usefully into downstream tasks? Can 
we make other models offer uncertainty?

2. Can we model the decision process by which clinicians choose what to 
measure and what to omit? How would this be helpful in downstream tasks? 
Can this help account for the MNAR nature of healthcare missingness?

3. Can we control for the confounding effects of missingness? Can we learn a 
model on underlying physiology from retrospective, care-byproduct data?



Representation 
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Representation: Why do we care?



Representations define a notion of “similarity”

Closer in “Conceptual Space” Closer in “Pixel Space”



Representations learn a notion of similarity

Conroy, Bryan, Minnan Xu-Wilson, and Asif Rahman. "Patient Similarity Using Population Statistics and Multiple Kernel Learning." Machine Learning for Healthcare Conference. 2017.



Representations can stabilize changing data

Nestor, Bret, et al. "Rethinking clinical prediction: Why machine learning must consider year of care and feature aggregation." arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.12583 (2018).



Representations can stabilize changing data

Gong, Jen J., et al. "Predicting clinical outcomes across changing electronic health record systems." Proceedings of the 23rd ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and 
Data Mining. ACM, 2017.



Representations can join disparate modalities

Hsu, Tzu-Ming Harry, et al. "Unsupervised multimodal representation learning across medical images and reports." arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.08615 (2018).



Representation: How can we learn?
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Representation: How can we learn?
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Representation: What can we do?

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal” “Fall”

“Dog” “Beach”
“Animal”“Summer”

“Car” “Road”
“Vehicle” “Fall”



DeepCluster: Why bother with labels?

Caron, Mathilde, et al. "Deep clustering for unsupervised learning of visual features." Proceedings of the European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV). 2018.



Representation Learning in Action: Multitask Learning



Representation Learning in Action: Clustering

Choi, Edward, et al. "GRAM: graph-based attention model for healthcare representation learning." Proceedings of the 23rd ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data 
Mining. ACM, 2017.



Representation Learning in Action: Clustering

Dhamala, Jwala, et al. "Multivariate Time-Series Similarity Assessment via Unsupervised Representation Learning and Stratified Locality Sensitive Hashing: Application to Early Acute Hypotensive 
Episode Detection." IEEE Sensors Letters 3.1 (2019): 1-4.



Representation Learning in Action: Anomaly Detection

Schlegl, Thomas, et al. "Unsupervised anomaly detection with generative adversarial networks to guide marker discovery." International Conference on Information Processing in Medical Imaging. 
Springer, Cham, 2017.



Representation Learning in Action: Anomaly Detection



Key Points for Healthcare
● Representations can normalize.
● Generalization to unseen tasks is critical (e.g., patient subtyping).
● Representations can aid in interpretability.
● Representations can span many modalities.



What can you do with a representation?
1. Confounder Adjustment: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.06498.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.06498.pdf


Evaluating a Representation
How can we ensure our representations are generalizable?



Evaluating a Representation
How can we ensure our representations are generalizable?

To new data To new problems



Generalizable Representations
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Generalizable Representations?

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal” “Fall”

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal”“Summer”

“Car” “Road”
“Vehicle” “Fall”

“Happy” “Sad” “Neutral”



Fully Generalizable 
Representations are 
Not Possible



Data may not be enough
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Data may not be enough

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal” “Fall”

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal”“Summer”

“Car” “Road”
“Vehicle” “Fall”

“Likes Swimming” “Hates Swimming” “Why did you try to take 
your car swimming???”



Task may be totally out of the box

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal” “Fall”

“Dog” “Grass”
“Animal”“Summer”

“Car” “Road”
“Vehicle” “Fall”

“Aggressive” “Docile” “Aggressive”



We can still do a lot
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Thank you for your attention
● Links to all papers mentioned available with slides
● Get in touch: mmd@mit.edu
● Questions?

mailto:mmd@mit.edu




Representation Learning in the Literature



Why do we care?
● Missing data is inconvenient.
● Missing data is not going away. 
● Missing data is informative (or confounding).


